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The agent for
change
“Change is the only constant”
The generation has changed, the human mind has 
changed, millennials are charged with creativity. They 
want to explore, they want to experiment, there is no fear 
of failure, they want to tread the road seldom travelled. 
And often that is the road to be on. They work for play 
and not pay alone. It is often the agent of change that 
must be welcomed.

Atmosphere strives to be that agent!
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DESKS &
WORKSTATIONS
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Ideate

Individually, the human mind has spewed the most 
explosive ideas there are. Ideation needs an inward 
focus. 

Welcome to Atmosphere, where we create an ideal 
environment for your next big idea. 
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“Nothing can stop an idea whose 
time has come”



ARCO
Sit-Stand Workstation
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The modern workplace is vibrant, 
vivacious and dynamic. The sit/stand is an 
important part of this. The Arco sit/stand 
solution creates a highly adaptable 
workspace that allows users the freedom 
to sit or stand throughout the day, all 
thanks to the height-adjustable desks. 

Today, more and more companies are 
opting for sit/stand desks that reduce the 
discomfort of all-day sitting.
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ARCO
Two-Leg Solutions



The Three Legs Desk is a unique offering 
that is simple yet meets the need to the 
greatest extent. 

The three-pronged dimension provides 
ample space to work while the sit/stand 
feature meets the latest ergonomic 
preferences. 
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ARCO
Three-Leg Solutions



The Face to Face bench is built for clients 
who value the voice and contribution of 
each employee. 

The electric height adjustment feature 
allows periodic standing throughout the 
day that boosts employee productivity.
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ARCO
Face-To-Face Bench

Arco series is engineered to save space and adapt to new 
forms with interchangeable components that can be 
arranged and rearranged easily.
.
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ARCO
Wire Management

Space has the power to transform 
business. It unlocks the potential of people 
and organisations alike. Our thoughtful 
design comes with a refined sophistication 
that promotes interaction and 
collaboration among the employees. The 
flexibility of Arco series adds to the 
productivity by providing comfort during 
the long hours of work.

Power outlets and cables are fully concealed in the center 
technology raceway to give a clean finish to work desks. 
Smart tops for pocket access to data ports and the standard 
4-circuit power system. Quick user access with surface and 
edge-mount power and data options.



+91-85031 52777

nilesh@effl.in

Redbrick, Kaledonia, 1st Floor, Sahar Rd, 
Andheri East, Mumbai, Maharashtra 
400069

atmosphere.work

So you know 
where to find us!
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Thank You


